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The people at the scene suddenly became energetic and rushed towards the exit.
Just now they exchanged some rare earth-bone blood crystals from the two of them, but they just
looked at the appearance.
The judgment of specific quality also requires outside referees to use special equipment to measure.
Wiliam and Lin Jiang stayed for the end.
Wiliam gave Wen Ren Qingqing a look and motioned her to go first.
In this way, Wiliam and Lin Jiang stayed till the end.
They changed their clothes without a haste, and they could make themselves look embarrassed.
Wiliam smiled and asked, “Second brother, should I get the Bone and Blood Crystal of the Burning
Suzaku?”
Lin Jiang nodded, not surprisingly, “Well, I got it by fluke, did you get the Azure Kylin?”
Wiliam nodded naturally.
Then there was a figure in the two people’s minds.
They sighed, “There is still no big brother.”
Liu Lang should have sneaked down yesterday and took away the blood crystals of the nine-clawed
golden dragon bones that belonged to his bloodline.
One step faster, and silently.
Unlike the two of them, the battle was so big and the sky broke.
“The road is still long, the people above will consider three things next.” Wiliam said lightly.
“Well, the first thing, what happened in the place where the bones were buried, why did the sky
collapse and the earth collapsed? Is there any connection with the ancient tombstones of the previous
realm?” Lin Jiang said casually, already in his chest, “The second thing What happened, how did the
high-quality Earth Bone Blood Crystals obtained by everyone come from? Especially how come the
Four Emperor Earth Bone Blood Crystals on our bodies later?”

Wiliam continued Lin Jiang’s words and said: “The last thing, the world is going to be in chaos, the
blood of the four emperors is three.”
The two were silent for a while, and finally they all started together and walked outside.
When they talked and were silent, the outside was completely messed up.
The first is the collapse of the buried land.
When the place where the bones were buried collapsed before, people outside only felt the ground
under their feet roaring and roaring constantly.
They knew that something happened in the Burial Ground.
Originally, they wanted to find out what happened in the first place, but they were stopped by the
people of Jiuzong.
Especially the elder who presided over the fight for fame, shook his head and said: “There is no need
to go down, life and death have fate and wealth in the sky, this is their good luck.”
“But in case something accident happens in the Burial Ground! What should I do in the future trials!”
someone said immediately.
The elder, who lived for a hundred years, had a faint enlightenment in his eyes.
“This is also the good fortune of the Burial Land, wait here, the trial should continue.” The elder said.
Forget the time, there is still half a day of trial time.
But at this time, only a commotion was heard at the entrance.
Someone can’t wait to break out.
“Come out!” The children of the sects standing outside waiting, their eyes lit up.
They are eager to know what happened inside.
As for the person who saw it clearly, everyone was in a trance again.
It’s too miserable.
The people who came out, except for the leader who was neatly dressed, the others were not
human-like in rags.
not over, !
People with broken hands and feet abound.
What did they experience inside?
“Don’t talk about anything else, you tell me first, what’s going on below? I felt the burial ground
trembling from above just now!” someone asked anxiously.

At this time, a team leader said with a cold face: “The place where the bones are buried is shattered. I
guess there will be no place for the bones in the future?”
This sentence is like a thunderstorm, which blows up everyone’s mind.
“It’s broken! Do you know what you’re talking about! How many years have the Burial Place existed, do
you know! This is a place where ancient times existed! When you say it breaks, it breaks! It’s
ridiculous!” Do not believe.
Before the establishment of the Nine Sects, Six Methods, and Three Dingtians, the place where the
bones were buried had already existed.
A mere trial has broken the Burial Ground?
Who is so capable?
However, as the leaders nodded, the people above staggered, with an incredible look on their faces.
Really…
Shattered…
“This matter, we will hold a special meeting of the sect to study it later, maybe we will invite people
with the six methods and three heavens to come to discuss this matter, not to mention this matter.” In
the end, it was the elder who controlled the field.
The noise of the crowd gradually subsided.
“Then why are there so many wounds on your body? Are you injured below? And, nearly half of the
people died?” Those people asked again.
Everyone looked at each other.
This is the largest casualty in the history of Burial Land.
You know, there is a leader on the side, if you encounter a dangerous thing, you can give up the
qualification for the game and let the leader bring it out.
Now the casualties are so heavy, unless the leader can take care of himself!
“Just because the place where the bones were buried collapsed, the ancient beasts inside became
violent.” Someone whispered.
As for their deaths due to the chaos at the beginning, they dare not say anything.
Is it embarrassing to say it?
Therefore, it is ideal to directly blame the collapse of the buried bones and the violent ancient beasts.
The crowd listened and took a breath.
I don’t know if the fight for fame will be so tragic at the end of this year.

Then some of the leaders moved their minds and continued: “Moreover, we also encountered a very
terrifying ancient beast called the Treasure Swallowing Beast.”
“Baby-swallowing beast? What kind of ancient beast? Haven’t heard of it before?” The people above
heard it in a cloud of mist.
So the leader began to bluff, “This is a very strange ancient beast that can forcibly suck and swallow us,
including the leader, the treasure of the world. We have no magic weapon that has caused so many
deaths and injuries.”
“No way! It turned out to be like this!” This reason was quite reasonable, and it perfectly explained the
cause of the death and injury, so everyone believed it.
“Then you guys, have you gotten the bones and blood crystals?” Someone asked suspiciously again.
At this time, the leaders smiled.
Come here, come here!
Wonderful and exciting pictures are coming!
Those team leaders looked like a cloud of righteousness, and said faintly: “Fortunately, no shame! The
magic weapon of the sect is lost, how can we see the sect! So the disciples are angry and try to be
strong. After life and death, they got the bones and blood crystals! It’s an explanation to the sect.”
But some people are still heartbroken, “But, our sect is the treasure of heaven and earth, how can the
little blood crystal of the earth bone can make up for the loss…”
“Ho ho, elder, take a look first, what is the quality of the bone blood crystals I brought back!” a leader
said proudly.
He asked the disciple to come out, showing an earth-bone blood crystal.
At this light, the people on the scene issued a burst of exclamation!
“This! This is Earth Bone Blood Crystal! It seems that there has not been such a quality Earth Bone
Blood Crystal in decades!”
The leader of the team immediately held up his head and said, “This is what we made with our lives.
You can never imagine what we experienced below.”
Thus, the leader of the team began to brag about the crowd.
The awesomeness, the meticulous logic, and the heroic scene.
It’s so seamless and natural.
Can be called the king of the awesome!
Chapter 1422
The people at the scene were stunned for a while, and they obviously didn’t expect these people to
have such a wonderful experience below.

After the sect person listened to the leader’s awesomeness, he was stunned for two or three minutes
before finally waking up.
They didn’t even know what to say for a while.
Losing the magic weapon of the sect was originally a serious crime.
However, those who went down on the wrong side received enough blood crystals from the bones to
be recorded in history, and they are likely to win the first place in this bone-buried competition.
So whether to blame them, this is a question.
At this moment, the leaders of the other sects were not far behind.
They started bragging.
It can be said that the blue is better than the blue, and one is better than the other.
Their bragging strength is many times higher than their own martial arts realm.
And they also took out many eye-popping blood crystals from the bones, which strongly supported
their awesomeness.
There was an uproar at the scene.
Suddenly there were so many extremely rare earthbone blood crystals, which was unprecedented in
history!
What happened to this year’s battle for fame?
The burial ground collapsed.
Then so many high-quality earthbone blood crystals appeared again.
It always feels weird.
At this time, the elder said loudly: “Well, everyone, since everyone has got the blood crystals of the
earth bones, then the burial of the bones is considered to be a complete meritocracy. We need to
verify the quality of these blood crystals according to the established procedure. Then choose the
individual number one and the team number one.”
The people at the scene immediately became excited, sweeping away the previous haze and
depression.
The moment of excitement has come.
It is estimated that only Li Nianyi was the most sad.
He was originally the pride of heaven.
As one of the nine sects who came down to participate in the fight for fame, their status and status
were higher than those of the small sects present.

But the harvest this time.
Well, I have received several brutal and inhuman beatings.
There are all kinds of embarrassment and inferiority.
The most important thing is that he has also harvested zero blood crystals from the bones of the
earth.
The fragrant flower, one of the nine sects, drained the blood and harvested zero bone blood crystals,
which is great.
Li Nian was in a daze for a while.
It feels like a dream.
The only consolation is that the kid named Wiliam died in the buried place.
“Okay, everyone lined up in order and began to test the quality of the blood crystals.” The elder
turned over while speaking, and turned out a square stone pool.
The first person stepped forward and threw the blood crystal from the bones into the square pond.
Suddenly, a light green light appeared in the pool.
“Well, yes, the quality is qualified, 60 points.” The elder nodded and said.
This quadrangular pool can transform into the light of earth bone blood crystals.
According to the color of the light, the quality of the blood crystal of the earth bone can be easily
seen.
Generally speaking, the colors of the blood crystals of the earth bones are divided into five kinds: red,
orange, yellow, green and white.
White is the worst quality and red is the best.
The same color is judged according to the depth of the color, which is a better way to judge.
In the past few decades, few people have seen orange light. not over, !
And the red light is unheard of.
The people from the second sect went up to throw in the blood crystal of the earth bone, and the
blood crystal of the earth bone emitted a light yellow light.
“Oh, yes, light yellow light, 70 points.” The elder said again.
Of course, the first few sects are just appetizers.
The main event lies behind a dozen sects.
What they held in their hands were all earth-bone blood crystals of the heaven-defying level.

“Orange! 90 minutes!” The first orange light suddenly lit up, and the old man was a little dazzled, and
it took a few seconds before he shouted loudly.
The sect person suddenly bowed his hands around him, acting his part.
The next competition can be fierce.
Those with a score of 90 or higher are all authentic orange rays.
The difference is only between one and two points.
The old man had never seen so many high-quality earth bone blood crystals in his entire life.
He had to open his muddy eyes, carefully distinguishing the subtle and subtle differences.
Judges are becoming more and more cautious.
The final score was piled up to 95 points.
It was an earth-bone blood crystal shining with a demon orange light.
The orange almost changed to red.
That sect person cried with joy!
It is not in vain that they have spent an extremely heavy price to obtain this piece of earth bone blood
crystal!
You know, just now the imperial Huqing Su Emei also took out a piece of bone and blood crystal in his
hand.
But only 90 points.
Xiaozongmen ushered in the spring and crushed the imperial family!
Li Nianyi turned his head at this moment and looked at Wenren’s affection.
He wanted to see some upset or shame from Wenren’s affectionate face.
After all, the imperial family had bones and blood crystals, but they were also suppressed, which was
embarrassing enough.
Wouldn’t it be more embarrassing to scent flowers and blood.
However, Li Nianyi was disappointed.
He felt ashamed in his faintly fascinating face.
On the face of Q City ( Qena City ), it seemed as if the whole world was uncontested.
Buddha?
Something is wrong!

Li Nian whispered: “Princess, what can we do now! We don’t have any bones and blood crystals, and we
will become the object of all the sects’ ridicule.”
But Wenrenqingqing just smiled coldly and said: “If there is nothing, there will be no, what’s the
point?”
What’s in dispute?
If there is no dispute, then participate in the fight for the name dry wool yarn!
Bury the bones to fight for the name bury the bones to fight for the name!
Isn’t the essence in one word?
The princess’s head is broken?
At this time, the elder looked at Wenrenqingqing and asked, “Fragrant flowers and blood, do you still
have children who want to test the bones and blood crystals?”
After all, it is one of the nine cases, and the elderly still have to give Wenren a little bit of affection.
But as if it had a counterproductive effect, everyone’s eyes were focused on Wenren Qingqing.
Just now, the excitement of the contention of a hundred schools of thought gradually passed, and
they saw that Fragrant Blossom and Blood had actually become the only sect on the scene that had no
bones and blood crystals.
Isn’t this happy yet?
They were eager to take this opportunity to sharpen their fragrant and bloody faces.
“Ho ho ho ho, eldest princess, don’t hide and tuck, you are one of the nine sects, take it out quickly!
Let’s open our eyes!” The Canglang Hero suddenly laughed.
They are the sects who are most anxious to cut the fragrance of the flowers and drain the face.
Speaking of this sentence, the leader felt extremely happy.
The two underground boys humiliated everyone in this way before.
Now use it on others, not to mention how comfortable it is.
It turns out that pressing someone on the ground and rubbing it is such a wonderful taste, great.
The people at the scene also looked at Wenren Qingqing jokingly, wanting to see the beauty ashamed.
Seeing that the situation was wrong, the elder knew that the fragrant flowers were dripping with
blood.
He sighed, intending to save Xianghua’s blood.
When he was about to speak, the exit of the Burial Land suddenly banged.

It was like a cannonball came out of it.
A clear voice resounded throughout the audience.
“Well, if you want to open your eyes then, wait and see, and prepare to brighten your dog’s eyes!”
Chapter 1423: Epic Crimson
“Who! Who!” Everyone looked away from Wen Ren Qingqing and looked towards the exit together.
Will someone come out of it?
How can it be!
Didn’t everyone leave just now?
Could it be that the two people who pretended to be fools and beat everyone to a nervous breakdown
before!
Sure enough, the two people fell on the stage.
However, everyone looked intently and suddenly laughed.
Two people are at fault.
It’s a pity that these two people are ashamed, and their clothes are in tatters.
Obviously suffered a very miserable torture.
And looking at it again, aren’t these two people Wiliam, who is fragrant and bloody, and Lin Jiang, who
is imperial and imperial?
A few days ago, when we were welcoming them and recruiting talents, these two people were
impressed in the hearts of every Zongmen with the image of eating soft rice.
Didn’t these two join the Nine Sects just holding the thighs of Liu Lang, Hu Qing, and Wenren
Qingqing.
And the facts have proved that Xianghua Lixue and Yushizhi hit the eye.
I didn’t think that these two people actually died in the buried ground, and there was still life coming
out.
The moment everyone saw them, their previous guesses that it was the two fierce men were
overturned.
Does not exist, does not exist!
It must be that the two of them huddled in a corner below and did not dare to show up, planning to
avoid these three days safely.
Unexpectedly, the place where the bones were buried had collapsed, and the two little bastards were
blown out.

Otherwise, how to explain this beggar costume.
“Hahahahaha! Who do I think it is? Not bad, the people of Nine Sects, have a unique ability to escape
and save their lives.” Several sects with fairly good strength laughed first.
Yin and Yang are weird.
“Hahaha, we are really eye-opening. I didn’t think the way the two played is so peculiar, it really blinds
our dog’s eyes, I yeah! Bright blinds our eyes!” Someone immediately followed and laughed.
The laughter rang out.
Li Nianyi’s face turned red into a monkey ass!
This kid!
It turned out to be dead!
And still played in such a shameful way!
Fate is so hard!
Li Nianyi also had the only comfort in his heart.
The rest is a great shame!
Might as well die!
When Wen Renqing saw Wiliam appear on stage, the corner of his mouth twitched slightly, and he
rarely smiled.
Laugh.
You guys just laugh presumptuously.
It will really blind your dog’s eyes later.
Although Wenrenqingqing didn’t know what kind of quality Bone and Blood Crystals Dogbi had on his
body.
But she knows a little.
Dogs won’t lose themselves at all.
There is a weird temperament in him, called a dead fellow, not dead, poor way.
There is only one possibility that he can sell so many high-quality earth bone blood crystals.
Dogs have higher quality earth bone blood crystals than their bodies.
So, wait and see.
The elder interrupted everyone’s laughter and asked, “The two are from the Nine Sects?”

Wiliam and Lin Jiang nodded, “Exactly.”
In order to make this tattered look, the two took great pains to dress up.
Just a few laps in the dust.
“In this case, the two can also participate in the quality evaluation of the Earth Bone Blood Crystals.
Can the two of them have Earth Bone Blood Crystals on their bodies?” the elder asked again. not
over, !
Everyone sneered again, “Just the two of them, how come there are Earth Bone Blood Crystals on
their bodies? I don’t know what the Earth Bone Blood Crystals look like.”
“Boy, I let you open your eyes, the blood crystals of the earth bones grow like this! Oh, the blood
crystals of the earth bones of 90 points grow like this.” One person proudly took out his earth bone
blood crystals and shook it in front of the two of them.
Wiliam stared at the blood crystal of the earth bone and said with a smile: “Oh, it turns out that your
blood crystals of the earth bone grow like this, why is it a little different from ours?”
“Hahahaha!” The people around laughed again.
“Do you look different? Boy, don’t you just pick up a broken rock from below and use it as a blood
crystal to hand in your homework?”
“Come and let me see what your blood crystal looks like?”
“Of course it’s different. This is a 90-point blood crystal.”
Everyone stared at Wiliam, wanting to see what he could get out.
Wiliam drew it out of his pocket, and took out a blood crystal from the earth’s bones that was stained
with dust all over.
It was gray and looked like a smelly stone.
“Hahahaha.” Everyone burst out laughing again.
It’s really different.
“Boy, are you sure that this is an earth-bone blood crystal and not a stone? Are you sure you want to
use this thing for identification?” everyone sneered.
If this thing is thrown into the Sifang Pond, there is no white light, it would really laugh and be
generous.
Li Nianyi was shaking all over.
I don’t think the shame is still going on!
Can’t stand it anymore!
He angrily said to Wenren with affection: “Princess! You don’t care! Can he let him corrupt our fragrant
reputation so much!”

However, Wenrenqingqing was cold-eyed, “If you can’t stand it, you will get out, no one will stop you!”
Li Nian shuddered, and said angrily, “Okay! I’ll go back and tell the master and elders! Such a shameful
thing, you and this kid just wait to go back and be punished!”
With that, he shook his head angrily and left.
Stay away from this sad place.
Everyone laughed even more brazenly as they watched Xianghua’s internal contradictions.
“Okay, be quiet!” The elder once again controlled the audience.
He stared closely at the blood crystal in Wiliam’s hand, as if he wanted to see it through.
Wiliam put away the bone and blood crystal in his hand.
What a joke, I risked offending my ancestors and rolled the blood crystals of the earth bones in the
dirt a few times.
And at this time, Lin Jiang stood up and said with a smile: “I’d better come to identify me first, I don’t
have such a dirty mind.”
He deliberately glanced at Wiliam.
These three younger brothers are also undesirable when they are so funny.
He took out an earth-bone blood crystal, and everyone’s eyes were attracted at this time.
If what Wiliam took out was the dust from the ground, then what Lin Jiang took out was Haoyue Star!
The blood crystal in Lin Jiang’s hand glowed with a clear and translucent red light, looking
intoxicating.
The quality is extraordinary at first sight!
Everyone’s hearts were lifted up, watching Lin Jiang throw this earth-bone blood crystal into the
Sifang pool.
“boom!”
A coquettish red light illuminates the sky!
It seems to even light up the clouds in the sky!
It’s so dazzling!
And, it’s crimson!
Frighteningly red!
And what does red represent?

There is only one thought left in everyone’s hearts!
Crimson in the annals of history!
The suffocating redness!
What a terrifying ancient beast left this piece of earth bone blood crystal!
Can cause this sky crimson, I am afraid that only the ancient beast king!
And they have a weird thought in their hearts!
How did such a terrible blood crystal from the bones of the earth, this kid who eats soft rice get it!
In the silence of the crowd, Lin Jiang looked at Wiliam with a smile, “Third brother, it seems that you
are going to lose to me this time.”
Chapter 1424 Red light is alive!
Today’s burial of fame, I’m afraid it’s going to be completely messed up!
A dozen of the extremely rare orange-quality earth-bone blood crystals appeared at once!
Even the red earth-bone blood crystals that have never been seen before have appeared!
And the sky above them was dyed red!
This quality cannot be measured by scores at all!
Everyone looked at Lin Jiang’s eyes, full of envy, jealousy and hatred!
But in Lin Jiang’s eyes, there was only Wiliam.
He seems to have forgotten that he once had a bet with Wiliam to see who goes faster.
Every time they are together, it is an opportunity to compete with each other.
The fight for fame is no exception.
However, Wiliam only smiled and said, “For you, you have won, but for individuals, it is too early to say
whether you will win or lose.”
“Old senior, can you make a conclusion?” Lin Jiang said with a smile to the somewhat sluggish old
senior.
The old man regained his clarity in an instant.
He looked at Lin Jiang deeply, as if he wanted to see him through.
But Lin Jiang remained calm from beginning to end.
The old man suddenly waved his hand.

The sky was filled with red light, as if it had been instantly broken up, and order was restored to the
heavens and the earth.
This hand really surprised everyone.
They looked at the elder one after another.
This elder is a mystery in the outer world.
He drifted away from the outside world, nine sects, six methods, and three heavens.
However, they have a high reputation in the hearts of everyone, and they are more enthusiastic about
doing these fair-minded businesses.
But what everyone knows about him is limited to knowing that he is a very powerful archaeologist and
historian.
As for the martial arts realm of this elder, no one knows.
Now that he casually used this hand, it made everyone feel like swallowing saliva severely.
The elder looked at Lin Jiang, his eyes cleared, and said: “I can’t judge the specific quality anymore, but
there is no doubt that it is the best bone blood crystal that has appeared so far.”
Wiliam was a little disturbed looking at the old man’s eyes changing like this.
This elder, can’t you really see it?
I still saw it, but deliberately didn’t say it.
This elder looks unfathomable.
While everyone was still immersed in horror, the elder looked at Wiliam again and asked, “Little guy,
where’s yours?”
He looked at Wiliam’s eyes, clearly full of anticipation.
Wiliam nodded, and once again took out the blood crystal covered in dust.
Everyone woke up and couldn’t help laughing again.
However, the elder casually took the blood crystal from the earth bone in Wiliam’s hand.
Then, his finger flicked on the blood crystal of the earth bone.
The dust disappeared in an instant.
The Bone Blood Crystal revealed his original appearance.
Everyone’s eyes looked straight.
Where is the blood crystal in the hands of the elder now like a gray stone?

This piece of earth bone blood crystal, the whole body is blue and bright, like a piece of delicious jelly.
The elder gently put the blood crystal of this earth bone into the Sifang pool.
Wenrenqing’s eyes were bigger than copper bells.
She was also the first time she saw Wiliam’s blood crystal!
It’s completely different from the previous one! not over, !
Could it be that he obtained this blood crystal from the core of the cemetery barren valley?
With the shock of Lin Jiang’s bones and blood crystals before, Wen Ren Qingqing suddenly had infinite
expectations for Dog Bi.
“Boom…”
The blood crystal from the bones of the earth was put into the Sifang pool, and it made a clear sound.
then.
A crimson light shines through the audience once again!
And all the ridicule before everyone on the scene shattered at this moment!
The crimson light is comparable to Lin Jiang’s light before!
The same is true, dyed the sky!
A piece of red quality earth bone blood crystal appeared unexpectedly!
Nowadays!
This time burying bones to fight for fame!
If it is not recorded in the annals of history, God is not allowed!
And the expressions they looked at Wiliam had all changed.
I laughed at him for eating soft rice before and laughed at what he found was a stone lump.
Now the stone has become an ancient blood crystal.
There was a fierce pain in their faces.
And what we saw and heard today will make everyone remember it for life.
Wenrenqingqing saw the light shining through the world, and the hanging stone in his heart finally
fell.
Finally, there is no mistake in believing this dog ratio!

Xianghua’s bloody face was finally saved.
Seeing those sects who laughed at the fragrant flowers and their blood are now like eating shit,
Wenren Qingqing feels more refreshed!
The only regret is that Li Nianyi ran away.
Otherwise, let him have a look, let him also feel the fear of being dominated by the epic.
Hey, this dog is really awesome.
Just this piece of blood crystal on the ground, comparable to Lin Jiang, was enough to make the whole
fragrance sensational.
This time I went back, it was a great deal.
The only pity is that Li Nianyi didn’t get a piece of bone and blood crystal for the dog stuff.
Yushizhiren plus Huqing Su Emei’s words, there are two yuan.
The fragrant flower was lost to the imperial family.
But this ending is acceptable if you hear people’s affection.
After all, Xianghua Lixue and Yushizhi fell in love and killed each other, and the competition over the
years had their own winners and losers.
Don’t care if it fails this time.
Everyone was still in shock, and an invisible light burst into the eyes of the elder.
Sure enough!
Ho ho, that’s interesting!
This world is interesting!
Have the four emperors’ blood crystals finally seen the sky again?
Three destined people suddenly appeared!
And the relationship between these three is still to worship brothers.
Gee tut!
The world is in chaos.
But it is.
These three amazing young people were born in troubled times.
The headache now is that the next nine sects, six methods and three heavenly people will hold a
meeting to find out the reasons for all the mysteries that happened today.

The people of the Nine Sects and Six Laws are easier to lie, but those old monsters of the Three
Heavens are not easy to lie.
No, you have to think of a reasonable reason.
These three little dolls can’t be caught by the old monster above from the beginning.
I have a headache, these three little babies have caused problems for my old man.
Thinking of this, the elder followed suit and waved away the red light in the sky.
Everyone’s spirits were shocked, and they woke up in an instant.
The expressions they looked at Wiliam were full of weirdness.
No thought, no thought!
These two eat soft rice, one is better than the other!
How did they do it!
And just when the elder was pondering, wanting to determine which of these two pieces of bone
blood crystal is better, and which of the two boys is the first.
Anomaly appears again!
The red light in the sky that was scattered before regrouped in an instant!
This time!
The sky is full of red light, even more than before!
According to the scene, everyone has the illusion of being burned by the fire!
The sky is burning red, like a pair of huge eyes!
Looking down at the world, watching the elder contemptuously.
It seems to be saying, just rely on your generation, dare to drive me?
Red light!
Spirited!
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The vision that appeared at this moment caused the elder’s body to be stunned!
Even if two red lights appeared just now, the elder was only slightly surprised!
And now!

He is not calm anymore!
As an archaeologist and historian, he trembled fiercely in his heart!
Red light is alive!
Saw the world!
This!
Could it be that!
In this blood crystal of the Four Emperors Earth Bone, there is also the Four Emperors’ essence and
blood!
For a time, his eyes became even more shocking!
He was regarded as the only person on the scene who knew the secrets of the Four Emperors except
Wiliam and Lin Jiang.
These four blood crystals of the Four Emperor Bone Bone, I don’t know how many years they existed.
And according to the secrets he found, there is indeed a drop of blood that is used to live and grow in
the blood crystals of the four emperors’ bones.
But even if someone had the chance to obtain the Four Emperors Earth Bone Blood Crystals, the
essence and blood would leave the Earth Bone Blood Crystals and go elsewhere to store vitality.
The boy in front of him can obtain both the Earth Bone Blood Crystal and the Essence and Blood of the
Four Emperors at the same time!
This is terrible!
This kid is actually the only inheritance of the Four Emperors forever!
You know, giving the blood crystals and essence blood to this kid at the same time means that the four
emperors are desperate and pin all the blood inheritance on this kid, and no longer have the initiative!
I really don’t know how this kid got such a decisive approval from the Four Emperors.
Seeing that the people at the scene were shrouded in red light, they all changed.
The elder no longer hesitated, and bowed deeply to the red light in the sky.
It’s like apologizing, but also like praying.
The red light in the sky stopped and disappeared instantly.
Everyone gradually became sober.
But looking back just now, it was like a dream.
The feeling of being stared at by the terrifying eyes makes one’s mind almost torn apart!

Lin Jiang also looked at Wiliam deeply, and suddenly smiled weakly.
“You kid, you are great!”
It was a disguised confession that he lost to Wiliam in terms of the quality of his personal bones and
blood crystals.
Seeing the red light dissipate, the elder breathed a sigh of relief in his heart.
Fortunately, the blood of the four emperors seemed to be protecting this little guy.
Although the coercion is terrifying, the scope of the coercion is well controlled.
Only in their sky, there should be no people who have attracted the attention of nine sects, six
methods, and three heavens.
“What happened just now?” Everyone looked at me and I looked at you, all eyes were at a loss.
They suddenly discovered a fact in horror.
Knowing that a terrible scene happened just now.
But if I think about it now, I can’t even remember it.
I opened my mouth to paint the picture, but I couldn’t describe it.
Everyone’s memory seems to have been deleted a small piece.
“Okay, I announce that this time the team’s first place in the battle for fame is imperial. And the
personal first place is Wiliam, who is scented with blood.” The elder suddenly said.
He didn’t hesitate to give more explanations.
I just want to settle things down as soon as possible.
And this result also made everyone admire.
The two firsts were taken by the people of Jiuzong.
Just right.
This result is also the best, no one can be blamed.
It’s just that those sects who used high prices for the bones and blood crystals in the past are a little
weak at the moment. not over, !
Think about it just now one by one saying that you want to win the first place, now it’s a joke.
This time I was so depressed that I was going to get depression.
“I will announce the other rankings later, and the corresponding rewards will also be distributed to the
sects. The fight for fame is over. Please come back.” The elder added, looking at Wiliam and Lin Jiang. .

Wiliam and Lin Jiang still looked indifferent, they had already put away their respective earth bones
and blood crystals.
The elder patted Lin Jiang and Wiliam on the shoulders, sighed, and left the scene directly.
He still has many excuses to think about, and his head is messed up.
The people at the scene looked at Wiliam and Lin Jiang, which is still unbelievable.
They knew the rarity of the two pieces of earth bones and blood crystals.
But who dares to snatch it?
The other party is nine sects!
Even if it is snatched over for a while, it is estimated that it is still unrefined and will face the disaster
of destruction!
They cannot afford this price.
“You guys, how did your blood crystals come from!” someone suddenly asked loudly.
Wiliam smiled slightly, “In exchange for it.”
Understatement.
The people at the scene were dumbfounded.
In exchange for?
In exchange for it?
Could it be that they also bought it from the two mysterious powerhouses underground?
Thinking about it this way, everyone felt even more depressed.
It seems to be the reason.
The wealth of Xianghualixue and Yushizhiren is much deeper than that of the nine sects present.
Only these nine sects can be exchanged for the best Earth Bone Blood Crystal.
I just don’t know what a tragic price they have paid to get these two terrifying blood crystals.
Thinking about it this way, who are those two mysterious people?
They actually sold such two pieces of bones and blood crystals easily?
There should be only one reason, and that is that the two of them have finished forging their bones
and don’t need the blood crystals.
Maybe it was sold in tears.

It’s just that those two mysterious people don’t belong to each sect, why can they go down inside?
When everyone thought about it, they all wanted to report the two cheating.
But when I think about it, I shed tears.
With this report, everyone’s previous exchange of bones and blood crystals was also exposed.
It’s hard to ride a tiger now, it’s too uncomfortable.
“My third brother, let’s say goodbye. Next time, I won’t lose to you.” Lin Jiang patted Wiliam on the
shoulder again.
Wiliam smiled and said, “Well, see you next time!”
After all, the two parted ways.
Along the way, Wiliam felt a hot gaze behind him.
He turned his head back a little helplessly, and said to Wenren, “Are you in love with me?”
“You fart!” Wen Ren Qing was taken aback, blushed, and cursed directly.
“Then why are you staring at me, your eyes are still fiery.” Wiliam asked.
Wenren Qingqing choked for a while, don’t know where to start.
She really wanted Wiliam to cover the process of burying her bones and fame.
But she, who is arrogant, can’t hold her face.
She is the eldest princess, the royal sister, and the queen!
Because Mao wants to ask a dog than humbly for advice…
Forget it, tell my sister tonight that my sister has a better relationship with a dog, so let her inquire.
Go back and go back.
And at this moment, in the fragrant chamber.
Everyone stood trembling, not daring to raise their heads.
There is only one reason.
The two elders who fragrant flowers and blood, Wen Ren Tianyi and Wen Ren Tianqing’s expressions
are ashen.
Wen Ren Tianqing was even more furious, and a pear tree table was instantly turned into powder!
Li Nianyi in front of him was shocked.

“Okay! That surnamed Lu! Really corrupts my fragrant reputation so much! I am embarrassed in front
of everyone, let us destroy the fragrant flowers for thousands of years! Wait for him to come back! I
will thwart him!”

